S E R E N E S A N TA M A R I A

Connect with nature and forget the world in the island
paradise of Cayo Santa Maria, a unique landscape and
World Biosphere Reserve.

Tailor-Made Journeys

Cuba, Latin America

4 days, from AU$1,840pp

SERENE SANTA MARIA

Journey Overview
Spend time relaxing on the small island of Cayo Santa Maria off the northern
coast of Cuba. Connected to the mainland by a causeway you will spend time
unwinding and relaxing in your adult only resort. Stroll the stunning fine sand
beaches, relax by the pool or choose to be more active with non-motorised water
sports such as kayak, pedal boats and sailing boats or alternatively head
underwater on a scuba diving or snorkelling excursion.
Journey Highlights
• Immerse yourself in tropical landscapes and crystal-clear water
• Savour a variety of cuisine at several dining options
• Treat yourself from an extensive selection of spa treatments
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SERENE SANTA MARIA

Itinerary
Day 1: Arrival Havana – Cayo Santa Maria.
Private transfer from Havana to Cayo Santa Maria, the largest and most northerly
caye in the Cayos de la Herradura archipelago off the north coast of central Cuba.
En route, visit Remedios to explore this picturesque small town's atmospheric
streets and colonial square before continuing to the Atlantic coast. Cross the
50km causeway linking the Northern cayes to the mainland and discover a
network of small islets in this paradise of turquoise waters, mangrove colonies
and impossibly white beaches. Check into your five-star all-inclusive eco resort,
which feels like an untouched hideaway, and leave the world behind.
Meliá Buenavista (Junior Suite Ocean View) | Meals: LD
Days 2-3: Cayo Santa Maria.
Let your resort become your sanctuary for two whole days at leisure. Wake up
with the sun, emerge from your opulent quarters and spend the day lazing on the
unspoilt Playa Perla Blanca. Snorkel and dive in azure waters. Find your inner
calm in yoga, Pilates, or opt for a spa treatment. Stroll secluded white-sand
beaches and swim in the warm deep blue water. Or venture out to explore the
surrounding beaches and coves. Here, you can do as much or as little as you
desire.
Meliá Buenavista (Junior Suite Ocean View) | Meals: BLD
Day 4: Cayo Santa Maria – Depart Havana.
Leave your beach sanctuary behind and take a private transfer back to Havana
where your journey ends.
Meals: B
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Call Us Now on
1300 851 924
within Australia
Melbourne Office:

T: +61 (0)3 9536 1800
F: +61 (0) 3 9536 1805
E: contact@abercrombiekent.com.au
Address

Level 3, 290 Coventry St
South Melbourne, VIC, 3205

International:

New Zealand Call: 0800 441 638
Asia Call: 800 4747 7700

